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Detecting Conversion of Mild Cognitive Impairment
to Alzheimer

Maria Inês Barbosa Silva Crujo Uva

Abstract—The incidence of dementia worldwide is expected
to double in the next 20 years. Alzheimers disease (AD) is the
most common form of dementia affecting people over the age of
65. The early diagnosis of the disease is very important because
time constitutes a barrier for improving the quality of life for
those who suffer from the disease. The efforts for early detection
of AD give rise to Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) concept,
which is used to characterize a person between normal and AD
stage. During this study three different classifiers were used on
FDG-PET images to detect MCI to AD conversion. The three
classifiers were SVM, AdaSVM and AdaBoost. Different feature
extraction and feature selection procedures were also studied. The
classifier that showed the highest performance was the AdaBoost,
when Control Normal (CN) and AD patients were used as a
training set and the obtained classifier tested in the MCI cohort,
which achieved an accuracy of 79%, with a sensitivity of 76,9%,
a specificity of 80,2% and a balanced accuracy of 78,6%. The
area under the ROC curve was also computed and registered a
remarkable value of 83,4%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every seven seconds a new case of dementia appears in
the world and the prevalence of the disease is increasing over
the years [1]. Due to the increasing of life expectancy, the
incidence of dementia is expecting to double during the next
20 years reaching an estimated number of 115.4 million people
worldwide in 2050. On average these people live more four
to eight years after the diagnosis and die because, up to now,
there is no cure [2].

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) was first described by Alois
Alzheimer, a German Neurologist, in 1906. In this time
the disease was considered rare because on average the life
expectancy was about 50 years and so very few people
reached the critical age of 65 years in which the likelihood
of developing dementia almost doubles every five years [3],
[4]. Today, with the increase of life expectancy AD constitutes
the most common cause of dementia [3], [5].

The efforts in characterizing the early signs of AD have
attracted a lot of attention in the recent years which led to
the appearance of the concept of Mild Cognitive Impairment
(MCI) [2], [6]. The term MCI is used to characterize a person
who has problems with memory or with another thinking
skill. This disability can be identified on test but is not severe
enough to interfere with daily life activities [3]. The MCI is
considered a transition stage between normal aging and AD.
Several studies were made with the goal to better understand
MCI. Today the researchers know that there are different
types of MCI, depending on the cognitive domains which
are affected but the subtype that is most related with AD is
the amnestic MCI, i.e., when the impaired areas are those

that involve memory [2], [3]. The annual rate of conversion
between amnestic MCI to AD is around 12%, which is much
higher than the rate verified in normal non-demented subjects
[2]. It is important to identify individuals that are likely to
convert to initiate the treatment and by so delaying the mental
decline as much as possible.

Today we have sensitive markers and methodologies that
allow preclinical detection of neurodegenerative diseases such
as AD where the brain has patterns of atrophy and a decrease
in metabolic rate [7]. Neuroimaging techniques constitute one
example of those kinds of methodologies. Structural Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), which measures the degree of
atrophy, and metabolic Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
that, by using 18-FDG, a labelled analogous of glucose, can
measure the reductions in cerebral metabolic rate for glucose,
are the most clinical used modalities [7], [8] and together with
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD), Neuroimaging has formed
a powerful tool in AD patterns detection.

Within the problematic of early diagnosis of AD pattern
recognition and machine learning techniques allow an effec-
tive characterization of group differences as well as a better
identification of individuals at risk of cognitive decline with a
high dimensional input data [9].

The high dimensional features vector makes the model
prone to overfitting and constitutes a problem, also known as
curse of dimensionality problem where the number of features
is largely greater than the number of training examples. There
are some solutions to overcome this issue and one of them
is the definition of Regions of Interest (ROI) to reduce the
dimensionality, an approach followed by many researchers
[10] but there are others who continue to prefer to use the
whole brain structure once the previously knowledge of the
affected regions is not a requirement [11].

On one hand for the detection of AD patterns different
approaches were already exploited such as Support Vector
Machines (SVMs), AdaSVM and AdaBoost (see [12]) but,
the work done in MCI conversion detection is not so extensive
and thus almost only SVMs and Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) were used [6], [9]–[12]. To go further on this task
the SVMs, AdaBoost and AdaSVM classifiers were applied to
verify which is the one that is more accurate for the problem
at hand.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. ADNI

ADNI is a public-private partnership launched in 2003 by
the National Institute of Aging (NIA), the National Institute of
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Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NBIB), the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical compa-
nies, such as AstraZeneca, Novartis and Merk, and non-profit
foundations, as Alzheimer’s Association, in conjunction with
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Foundation. Several
cores constitute ADNI: a clinical coordination centre, two
neuroimaging cores, a biomarker core, an informatics core and
a biostatistics core. Its policy is sketched by following three
main goals [2], [13], [14]:

1) Identification of possible neuroimaging biomarkers that
allow early detection of AD;

2) Application of prevention as well as treatment tech-
niques during the early stage of the disease;

3) Creation of a database of imaging and clinical data.

ADNI began in October 2004 and the first purpose was to
recruit 200 CN individuals and 400 subjects who suffer from
MCI to be followed for a period of three years and 200 patients
with AD to be followed for two years [14]. In 2011 the study
included over 1000 patients and the results had overcome the
expectations [13].

B. Data

For the present study individuals were selected from ADNI
[13] cohort who have PET baseline images available. In an
initial phase 404 individuals were selected but this number
was reduced to 286 because 118 subjects did not have all
neurological tests measurement available. The 286 individuals
were divided into four groups, accordingly to their neuropsy-
chological test scores: 78 Control Normal (CN), 91 Non-
Converters MCI (MCI-NC), 52 Converters MCI (MCI-C) and
65 AD. Table I summarizes the main characteristics of each
group.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUPS PRESENT IN THIS STUDY. VALUES ARE

PRESENTED IN MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION FORMAT.

Group CN MCI-NC MCI-C AD
Number of patients 78 91 52 65
Age[years] 75,9 ± 4,9 75,5 ± 7,3 74,7±6,9 76,0±6,7
% of Females 37,2 30,8 40,4 40,0
MMSE 29,1±1,0 27,1±1,6 27,4±1,6 23,4±2,0
CDR 0,00±0,00 0,50±0,00 0,50±0,00 0,81±0,25

C. PET

PET is a non-invasive nuclear medicine technique in which
we obtain an image with the spatial distribution of radiophar-
maceuticals introduced into the body, i.e., we measure the
physiology and function rather than an anatomical map of the
body [15].

The human brain needs energy to live, which is obtained
through the glucose metabolism. A high metabolic active
tissue shows a high uptake of FDG and a reduction in
FDG uptake is indicative if something goes wrong. The hy-
pometabolism extension can predict the severity of the disease
[7], [16], [17].

D. Machine Learning Algorithms

Machine Learning (ML) is a great tool because it tries to
find a classifier that minimizes the error for a set of training
examples but, at the same time, allows some form of inductive
bias, which gives to the algorithm the ability to generalize [14].

1) SVMs-Support Vector Machines: SVM is defined as
a machine designed for binary classification problems where
the input vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very high
dimension feature space. In this feature space SVM tries to
find a hyperplane that minimizes the error of training examples
and, at the same time, maximizes the margin, i.e, the distance
between the hyperplane and the closest examples in feature
space, which are called support vectors [18]–[21]. SVMs can
have good generalization ability even if they work with a huge
feature space.

Lets consider the binary classification problem where the
training set χ is such that:

χ = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} , xn ∈ RK , yn ∈ {−1, 1}
(1)

Where xn, with n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, is the K-dimensional
feature vector of each instance, yn ∈ {−1, 1} is the class label
and N is the total number of training examples. The hyper-
plane that separates the training data is the one parameterized
by vector w and a bias constant b, given by the following
equation [22]:

w · x+ b = 0 (2)

The mathematical problem solved by SVM can be syn-
thetized by the following set of equations:

Minimize: C

N∑
n=1

ξn +
1

2
‖w‖2

Subject to: yn(w · xn + b) ≥ 1− ξn, n = 1, . . . , N

(3)

where ξ is the slack variable which penalizes the misclas-
sification data as function of distance and C is an adjustable
parameter which controls the width of the margin accordingly
with the cost of misclassification [22].

Multiclass SVM: There are some different methods to deal
with problems which involve more than two classes (D > 2).
The two main approaches that are commonly used are:

1) one-versus-the-rest approach, in which D different clas-
sifiers are built by using the class CD as positive
examples and the remaining D − 1 classes as negative
ones [22];

2) one-versus-one approach, in which D(D − 1)/2 dif-
ferent classifiers were built to cover all possible pairs
of classes. The class of a test example is attributed
according to a ’voting’ scheme [22]. This is the one
adopted during this thesis.
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2) AdaBoost: Adaptive Boosting, also known as AdaBoost,
was developed in 1996 by Freud and Schapire and is the most
common form of boosting algorithm [22]. It is called adaptive
due to the fact that it is built by classifiers that keep in mind
the errors committed by the previous ones [23].

AdaBoost is an ensemble method that is used to boost the
classification by using a combination of weak and inaccurate
rules, i.e., it combines a collection of weak classifiers to form
a strong and more accurate one [12], [24], [25].

AdaBoost is a sequential classifier in which each weak
classifier uses the weighting coefficients associated with each
example computed by the previous classifier to perform its
classification [22]. After the first round of learning the weight-
ing coefficient of each example is re-weighted in order to
penalize those which were misclassified and, at the end, all
weak classifiers are combined in a unique weighted classifier
that can give good results even if each weak classifier only
has a performance slightly better than chance [22], [25].

Lets consider the same notation (See Equation 1). The
learning process of the boosting algorithm starts with the
weighting vector initialization. For the first round of boosting
the weights of the examples are set to one over the total
number of examples [24]:

w(1) =
1

N
(4)

After this initialization step, a weak classifier for each
feature is constructed. To evaluate the performance of each
weak classifier, a weighted error function is computed and the
one that presents the minimum error is selected [25]:

εk = minf,θ

N∑
i=1

wi|y(xi, f, θ − yi| (5)

The set of values that minimizes the error function is
{fk, θk} in which y(x, f, θ) represents the weak classifier, f
the selected feature and θ the optimal feature threshold, thus
y(x, fk, θk) can be defined just as yk(x).

After the selection of another weak classifier, the vector of
weights is updated to penalize classification errors that occur:

w(k+1) = w(k) exp(αk ∗ ei) (6)

in which ei ∈ {−1, 1} is 1 if the ith example is classified
correctly otherwise is equal to −1. αk is defined as αk =
1
2 ∗ ln(

1−εk
εk

) [24].
After the weights vector is updated and before another

learning round is performed the vector has to be normalized:

w
(k+1)
i =

w
(k+1)
i∑N

j=1 w
(k+1)
j

(7)

Finally, through the ensemble of all k weak classifiers, a
more accurate classifier is obtained, also known as strong
classifier [24]:

Yk(x) =

{
1 if

∑k
k=1 αkyk(x) ≥ 0

−1 otherwise
(8)

3) AdaSVM: Since the work done in 2000 by Tieu and Vi-
ola, in AdaBoost algorithm [25], each weak classifier depends
only in one feature and as a result, the boosting process can be
seen as a greedy feature selection procedure because, in each
round, a new weak classifier is selected [25]. The dependency
between features is encoded by the examples weights and by
so the features are selected in an efficient way [25]. On top
of this, AdaBoost makes its prediction based on a majority
voting scheme, just by adding weak learners, in which the
more accurate classifiers have the bigger weight and thus the
training error of the final hypothesis strongly decreases to zero
[21], [22], [24], [25].

Despite all its advantages such as the speed of learning, due
to this high accuracy of the weak classifiers, sometimes it is
better to have a more robust classifier instead of having a set of
less accurate ones [26]. One possible way is by using SVM in
a sequential way, i.e., we use AdaBoost to select the features
that most accurately fit the problem, and the dimensionality
of the problem is reduced, and SVM as a final classifier with
those features previously selected by AdaBoost [21]. By doing
this procedure the quality of the classification can be improved
[27].

E. Feature Extraction and Space Transformations
The aim of this study is the construction of different

Computed Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems to forecast the
conversion from MCI to AD. To do that, and as feature
extraction method, Voxel Intensity (VI) from 3D FDG-PET
images was used.

The VI values, V (x, y, z), were directly taken from ADNI
FDG-PET images and are closely related with glucose uptake
and, because of that reason VI values constitute a good
candidate for detecting preclinical stages of AD. The FDG-
PET images from ADNI are already processed, resulting in
a normalized set of images all having the same dimension,
128x128x60.

1) 1st Mask: Voxels inside the brain volume: To accom-
plish for dimension reduction, another pre-processing step was
applied where just the voxels inside the brain were considered
for classification purpose and the ones that lie outside the brain
were ignored. To do that, a binary mask was built which is true
for those voxels inside the brain and false otherwise. First, an
average brain is computed by using CN patients’ information
and then, this volume was threshold at 5% of the maximum
value to account for some variations across population. The
resulting image of the application of this mask is shown in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. On the left, a slice of an average brain of all CN patients. On the
right the same image after the aplication of a binary mask.
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2) 2nd Mask: Voxels inside specific ROI’s: The application
of others masks rather than the previous one were also
exploited. Those masks correspond to different Regions of
Interest (ROI’s) and our aim was to find the set of regions that
have the most discriminative power during the classification
task, i.e., the regions that are more involved in the conversion
process. These masks were built based on the brain regions
previously delimited by Dr. Durval Campos Costa, from
Champalimaud Foundation (Figure 2).

(a) The Left Lateral Temporal lobe
appears in dark red.

(b) The Left Dorsolateral Parietal lobe
appears in red, the Right Dorso-
lateral Parietal in light blue, the
Superior Anterior Cingulate in or-
ange and the Posterior Cingulate

and Precuneus in dark blue.

Fig. 2. Manually traced regions used for MCI detection.

For the purpose of this study, the selected regions are: the
Left Lateral Temporal lobe, the Left Dorsolateral Parietal, the
Right Dorsolateral Parietal, the Superior Anterior Cingulate
and the Posterior Cingulate and Precuneus. Those regions
showed a higher discriminative power and some of them are
in line with others studies like [28], such as the Left Lateral
Temporal and the Posterior Cingulate and Precuneus. The
other three regions were included following some Dr. Durval
Campos Costa indications and the set achieved better results.

F. Feature Selection
Although the feature extraction step account for computa-

tional time reduction it does not gives any statistical infor-
mation about dataset and, on top of this, the feature vectors
obtained after the pre-processing step can easily have a huge
dimension. The features selection procedure can be seen as a
search problem where the number of features is reduced to a
subset of relevant ones. During this study three different fea-
ture selection approaches were taken into account: the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PCC), the Mutual Information (MI)
criterion and the Boosting method.

1) Pearson Correlation Coefficients: In statistical analysis
the dependence between two variables can be measured by
correlation. The Pearson correlation coefficient, represented by
r, computes the linear association between two variables [29],
in this case between each feature Xi and the class label Y ,
and can be represented by:

r =
cov(xk, y)√

var(xk)
√
var(y)

(9)

where cov stands for covariance and var for variance. The
r coefficient does not have any units and can has values from

-1 to 1, −1 ≤ r ≤ +1. A value of r close to ±1 indicates a
strong linear relationship between the two variables regardless
the direction. The best features for the model are chosen based
on a absolute value ranking of the r coefficient.

2) Mutual Information: MI is a filter method based on
information theory and represents different types of depen-
dencies between two variables and not just the linear ones
[30]. The relation between two random variables x and y
can be measured by considering divergence between the joint
distribution and the product of the marginal, and is given by
[22]:

I(x, y) =

∫∫
p(x, y)log

p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
dxdy (10)

or in the discrete way, where the integrals are substituted
by summations and the continue distributions by frequency
counts [31]:

I(x, y) =
∑
x∈K

∑
y∈Y

P (x, y)log
P (x, y)

P (x), P (y)
(11)

For feature selection purpose a MI ranking, which can take
values between 0 and 1, is computed and the features that have
the highest MI value are selected.

3) Boosting: In AdaBoost each weak classifier depends
only in one feature and thus the process of chose a weak
classifier is, in fact, a feature selection procedure. The features
are chosen based on an error minimization (see Equation 5),
i.e., those that most accurately span the classification problem
[21] and thus can be seen as a embedded method because
the features are selected during the training process. Although
is more computational costly by this way have the prior
knowledge of most suited features for classification is not a
requirement [21].

III. RESULTS

In this study we compared the three methods previously
mentioned, i.e., SVM, AdaBoost and AdaSVM and within the
same method different approaches were also studied. During
this section all those approaches will be better explained as
well as all results will be presented.

Before to start it is important to refer that during the
classification task in which SVMs and AdaSVM are involved,
three different ways for tuning the model’s parameters were
tested with the goal of understanding what happens when
imbalanced classes are used during the training phase:

1) Without Weights (WOW): the same penalty is given for a
mistake committed for both classes. The C parameter is
chosen using a grid search, from a previously determined
set of values, based on the model ACC. For this purpose
a 10-fold CV is performed for each possible value of
C, and the selected value is the one that maximizes the
mean ACC score in the 10 validation sets;

2) With Weights (WW): the penalty for a mistake committed
by the majority class is lower than a mistake commit-
ted by the less representative one. The weight of the
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TABLE II
THE HIGHEST RESULTS FOR THE SVM CLASSIFIER WHEN CN AND AD

ARE USED FOR TRAINING IN TERMS OF ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY
(SENS), SPECIFICITY (SPEC), BALANCED ACCURACY (BA) AND AREA

UNDER THE CURVE (AUC).

SVM Tests ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
WOW 71,3 61,5 80,2 77,0

PCC WW 70,6 67,3 75,8 76,5
WWBA 71,3 67,3 75,8 76,9

ROI’s WOW 74,1 65,4 84,6 80,8
& WW 74,1 63,5 84,6 80,6

PCC WWBA 73,4 71,2 81,4 81,3
WOW 73,4 76,9 71,4 78,0

MI WW 70,6 69,2 78,0 77,3
WWBA 70,6 69,2 75,8 77,3

ROI’s WOW 75,5 71,2 84,6 81,9
& WW 74,1 76,9 79,1 81,4
MI WWBA 74,1 75,0 82,4 81,4

majority class is equaled to 1 and the weight of the
less representative one is found by dividing the number
of subjects which belong to the majority class by the
number of individuals present in the minority class. The
C parameter is chosen exactly as in the previous test but
now taking into account differences in penalizations;

3) With Weights and based on Balanced Accuracy (WWBA):
like in the previous approach, different classes have
different mistake penalizations but now the C parameter
is tuned based on a different criterion i.e., the BA (the
mean value between the true positive rate, also known
as SENS and the true negative rate, which is normally
called SPEC).

A. SVMs

1) Training with CN and AD subjects: In this first ap-
proach, the linear SVM model is built based on information
from CN and AD patients and then applied to the MCI
population. The selected features are those that have the
highest Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC).

The same study was repeated but now, instead of using all
voxels inside the brain volume, only the information from
voxels that are inside the five regions described in Section
II-E2 were used and also the same three tests were performed.
Once again the selected features are those that have the highest
PCC.

The third study is identical to the first one but now MI was
used as the feature selection criterion instead of PCC.

Finally, the second study was repeated but now MI was
used as feature selection criterion instead of PCC as already
happened before.

Figure 3 shows the best ROC curves of all these approaches,
where the red trace corresponds to the first classifier (WOW
test), the blue trace to the second (WWBA test), the green
to the third (WOW test) and the black trace to the fourth
one (WOW test). Note that AUC measures the probability of
assigning a higher value to a positive sample when one positive
and one negative sample is drawn at random [32].

For all the approaches the best results, regardless the number
of features, are summarized in Table II.

Fig. 3. A comparison between the best ROC curves achieved when CN and
AD subjects are used for training and by using the information from whole
brain (1000 features), from the ROI’s (10.000 features), from whole brain but
using MI as a feature selection criterion (1000 features) and by applying the
same criterion to the ROIs (1000 features).

In the first study although the overall performance remains
unchanged, the use of weights introduces a slight difference in
the obtained results since when weights are used the sensitivity
(SENS) of the model increases about 6% and the specificity
(SPEC) decreases almost in the same proportion. These results
are in line with our expectation since the MCI-C class is
less representative and so, when the weights are applied the
decision boundary changes and more positive examples are
correctly classified but, on the other hand, more negative ones
are mislabelled. Here the differences between the second and
the third tests are insignificant.

The second study is similar to the first one, but a different
feature extraction transformation mask is used. The SENS and
the SPEC reached in this study are almost 4% better than the
ones verified in the previous one and the accuracy (ACC) as
well as the balanced accuracy (BA) were improved in about
3%. The AUC achieved is also 4% better which shows that
the set of regions considered are quite discriminative to the
problem of predicting MCI to AD conversion. This conclusion
can also be done by the analysis of Figure 3.

With the aim of studying the influence of different feature
selection procedures in the predictive power of the classifier,
the same two studies were repeated but now by using MI
ranking as a criterion to select the best features. When only
the voxels inside the ROIs were considered, the AUC of
the classifier is almost 3% better, which once again, puts in
evidence the high predictive power of those regions. The ACC,
the BA as well as the SPEC are also higher than when the
voxels within the entire brain volume were used. The obtained
results are, in general, better than the ones achieved with PCC
criterion (see Figure 3) especially in terms of SENS which was
improved in a range between 2% and 15 %. Is still important
to refer that, during the third study, when all voxels inside
the entire brain volume are considered and when the features
are selected according to the MI ranking criterion, the SENS
of the classifier in the WOW test is higher, which is not in
line with our expectation. This happens due to the fact that
the number of false positives in WOW test is very high so
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Fig. 4. Features selected by PCC to build the classifier when CN and AD
subjects are used for training.

Fig. 5. Features selected by MI to build the classifier when CN and AD
subjects are used for training.

the introduction of weights has the opposite effect, that is, the
SPEC increases and the SENS decreases.

Finally, to end up with this discussion about SVMs classi-
fiers with CN ad AD as training classes and in an attempt of
better understanding what is happening, the selected features
were analysed, see Figure 4 and Figure 5.

The features that are selected by PCC influence each other
since the correlation coefficient value of one voxel is close
related with the values registered by its direct neighbours. The
selected features pattern shows less variation, as can be seen
in Figure 4. On the other hand, as it shows in Figure 5, the
MI method applies a different kind of linear filter and thus the
features selected pattern is sparser and the model can predict
AD conversion more accurately.

2) Training and Testing with MCI data: In this study,
the model was built and tested based only on MCI subjects’
information. To avoid overfitting the separation between MCI
training set and MCI testing set was done by 10-fold cross
validation (CV) and repeated 10 times. The selected features
are those that have the highest PCC value. Once again, three
different tests were performed.

The second study is equals to the aforementioned one but
now other feature extraction mask is used, that is, the one that
only takes into account the information from the ROIs.

The third study is similar to the first one, i.e., the classifier
was also built based on information from the entire brain
region but MI ranking was used as feature selection criterion.

Finally, the same procedures that were taken into account in
the second study were considered but now the features were
selected, as happened before, according to the MI criterion.

For all the approaches referred, the highest results are pre-
sented in Table III regardless the number of selected features.
The results correspond to the mean values of the 10-folds CV

TABLE III
THE HIGHEST RESULTS IN TERMS OF MEAN±STANDARD DEVIATION FOR

THE SVM CLASSIFIER WHEN MCI SUBJECTS ARE USED FOR TRAINING.
ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY (SENS), SPECIFICITY (SPEC),
BALANCED ACCURACY (BA), AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC).

SVM Tests ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
WOW 67,2±2,4 42,7±4,0 84,6±2,3 64,6±2,1

PCC WW 64,6±2,9 49,0±5,1 74,2±3,8 64,4±2,7
WWBA 64,1±2,5 52,5±3,6 70,7±3,7 64,1±2,5

ROI’s WOW 70,1±1,4 37,7±3,2 90,9±2,7 68,3±1,4
& WW 71,0±0,9 47,7±4,1 86,3±1,4 68,3±1,4

PCC WWBA 68,7±2,2 52,9±4,2 80,1±3,9 67,8±1,1
WOW 65,7±2,5 36,9±5,9 83,2±4,4 62,9±2,6

MI WW 63,4±2,5 45,6±5,1 74,7±4,0 63,1±2,3
WWBA 63,5±2,3 52,1±2,8 70,8±2,5 62,4±2,1

ROI’s WOW 70,6±1,1 38,1±3,2 92,6±1,2 68,3±1,2
& WW 70,0±1,0 46,9±3,8 85,8±1,2 67,8±1,0
MI WWBA 68,0±1,4 54,2±3,6 77,7±2,6 67,8±1,4

Fig. 6. A comparison between the best ROC curves achieved when MCI
subjects are used for training and testing and by using the information from
whole brain (250 features), from the ROI’s (10.000 features), from whole brain
but using MI as a feature selection criterion (500 features) and by applying
the same criterion to the ROI’s (10.000 features).

procedure.
Figure 6 shows the best ROC curves of all these approaches,

where the red trace corresponds to the first classifier (WOW
test), the blue trace to the second (WW test), the green to the
third (WW test) and the black trace to the fourth one (WOW
test).

When the classifier is trained and tested with MCI subjects
the levels of performance are lower because MCI information
is noisier due to the variety of different metabolic patterns
that can be found across the MCI population. As already
mentioned, the patient does not have a perfect linear transition
so sometimes it is difficult to know in which stage the patient
is. Once again, when only the information from the ROIs is
used the results are slightly better. Although the SENS does
not show any improvement and sometimes, as in the case of
WOW and WW tests, achieved even worse results, the SPEC
of the model increases in a range between 6% and 12% and
the AUC in about 4%. The superiority of the last classifier can
be verified with the analysis of Figure 6. In the third and fourth
studies, in which MI is used as feature selection procedure, the
results are very close to the ones achieved in first and second
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TABLE IV
THE HIGHEST RESULTS IN TERMS OF MEAN±STANDARD DEVIATION FOR

THE SVM CLASSIFIER WHEN ALL SUBJECTS ARE USED FOR TRAINING.
ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY (SENS), SPECIFICITY (SPEC),
BALANCED ACCURACY (BA), AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC).

SVM Tests ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
WOW 71,0±0,9 41,0±2,0 89,3±0,7 72,6±0,8

PCC WW 70,6±0,8 61,7±3,7 84,9±1,8 72,8±0,7
WWBA 69,5±1,4 63,8±5,8 82,4±2,9 73,9±1,2

ROI’s WOW 72,7±0,8 45,2±3,4 90,2±1,2 75,6±1,7
& WW 69,4±1,1 57,5±2,5 78,7±2,7 76,5±1,2

PCC WWBA 70,1±1,0 59,8±2,5 78,7±1,7 77,6±2,0
WOW 71,0±1,5 41,9±3,1 89,6±0,9 74,0±1,2

MI WW 70,7±1,2 59,6±3,1 80,0±1,9 73,5±1,1
WWBA 69,9±1,5 60,7±3,7 79,8±2,5 73,5±1,5

ROI’s WOW 72,5±1,7 47,9±4,5 91,2±0,9 74,9±0,8
& WW 69,9±1,8 56,7±4,6 80,3±2,2 76,0±1,8
MI WWBA 70,8±1,4 58,1±3,5 81,1±1,9 76,8±1,1

ones respectively and thus is not possible to say which is the
best feature selection method to solve this problem.

3) Training with all classes and Testing with MCI pop-
ulation: During this study, the model is learnt in a different
way because instead of using a binary classifier, a multiclass
approach is performed. All classes, CN, MCI-NC, MCI-C
and AD, were used for training but just the MCI individuals
were considered for testing. To avoid overfitting the separation
between MCI training set and MCI testing set was done by
10-fold CV and repeated 10 times. The selected features are
those that have the highest PCC.

The other three studies follow the same principles that
already were used before: the second study is a repetition of
the first one but by using only the features that fell inside the
ROIs; the third study also follows the same principles than the
first one but now by using MI as feature selection criterion;
and the fourth study is a repetition of the second one but with
MI as feature selection method.

For all the approaches referred in this section, the highest
results are presented in Table IV regardless the number of
selected features. The results correspond to the mean values
of the 10-folds CV procedure.

Figure 7 shows the best ROC curves of all these approaches,
where the red trace corresponds to the first classifier (WWBA
test), the blue trace to the second (WWBA test), the green to
the third (WOW test) and the black trace to the fourth one
(WWBA test).

When all classes are considered for training purposes, we
can say that, for the same number of features, the achieved
results have an intermediate behaviour, that is, lower than the
one achieved when the classifier is built with CN and AD
patients information and higher than when only MCI patients
are considered for training, since the SENS of the model
improves, in some cases, 11% and the AUC increases in about
9%.

Once again it is important to highlight that the SENS of
the model increases a lot with the introduction of weights.
This improvement sometimes achieves the remarkable value
of 23%, as happens in the first study, and it is true for all the
studies. The classifier built based on information from ROIs

Fig. 7. A comparison between the best ROC curves achieved when all subjects
are used for training and testing and by using the information from whole brain
(5000 features), from the ROI’s (10.000 features), from whole brain but using
MI as a feature selection criterion (2500 features) and by applying the same
criterion to the ROI’s (5000 features).

has a performance improved in almost 4%.

As happened in the case when only the MCI information
is considered, there are no significant differences between the
two different feature selection procedures, which is also proven
by the ROC curves presented in Figure 7 in which the red and
green traces and the blue and black traces almost overlap.

To conclude the SVMs analysis, it is consensual to say that
the best way to build one classifier is by using CN and AD
subjects as a training set and test the model with MCI patients,
since this classifier achieves better performances in terms of
SENS and AUC. Here, the best feature selection procedure is
the MI, since the obtained results are slightly better. Moreover
when only MCI or when all classes are taken into account
during the training phase, the method in which the features
are selected does not make much difference, probably due
to the noisy nature of MCI data. On the other hand, the
feature extraction transformation mask applied during the pre-
processing phase assumes an important role once when just
the voxels inside the ROIs are used the achieved results are at
least 3% better, which proves the high discriminative power
of those regions to distinguish between MCI converters and
non-converters and also puts in evidence that the feature se-
lection procedures can not be perfect. Still in SVMs classifiers
although for the majority of the studies the best AUC results
had been achieved through the WOW test the best way to
tune the C parameter is by applying the WWBA method
because in almost every study the SENS increases which
means that the model becomes more prone to detect a new
positive case, which is also a very important aspect when we
have to decide which one is the best classifier for the problem
at hands. The differences in the AUC performance between
these two tests are not much significant and in several cases the
AUC performance in WWBA test register a higher value. This
analysis allow us to conclude that the introduction of weights
does not have much influence in the overall performance but
influences a lot the capacity of the classifier in the detection
of a new positive case.
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Fig. 8. Features selected by Boosting when CN and AD subjects are used
for training the model.

B. AdaBoost

1) Training with CN and AD subjects and using only
the voxels within the ROI’s: The model was built by using
the information from the ROIs of CN and AD population
previously mentioned and tested in the MCI set. The results
are summarized in Table V.

TABLE V
THE HIGHEST RESULTS FOR THE ADABOOST CLASSIFIER WHEN CN AND

AD SUBJECTS ARE USED FOR TRAINING AND BY USING OONLY THE
VOXELS WITHIN THE ROI’S REGIONS(III-B).ACCURACY(ACC),

SENSITIVITY (SENS), SPECIFICITY (SPEC), AREA UNDER THE CURVE
(AUC).

Study ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
AdaBoost 79,0 76,9 80,2 83,4

If we compare this method with the second and fourth
studies explained in section III-A1, that account for classi-
fication accomplished by SVM algorithm, an improvement
of 2,1% and 1,5% respectively in AUC is noted. The SENS
is also almost 7% higher than the best obtained during the
second SVM study, which constitutes a good point in favour
of AdaBoost because misclassifying a patient to be a healthy
subject may bring severe consequences and thus the SENS
should be as high as possible [32]. When compared with the
fourth SVM study, in which MI was used as feature selection
criterion, the SENS does not present any difference but this
value is reached with only 50 features while SVM needs a
number of features 50 times higher to obtain the same level
of performance.

To conclude, and as discussed in section II-F3 the features
that are chosen are those that minimize the training error. Each
one of the weak classifiers selects its own feature and thus the
selected pattern is highly dispersed (Figure 8).

2) Training with MCI subjects and using only the voxels
within the ROI’s: In this study, the features that belong to
the ROIS were used to train and test an AdaBoost classifier
with MCI subjects. As happens before the separation between
MCI training set and MCI testing set was done by 10-folds
CV and repeated 10 times. The results are presented in Table
VI. The weight of each subject during each iteration was also
analysed and can be seen in Figure 9.

This study shows that by using the MCI subjects as a train-
ing set the performance of the classifier, even in AdaBoost, is
decreased. Nevertheless the obtained results are slightly better

TABLE VI
THE HIGHEST RESULTS IN TERMS OF MEAN±STANDARD DEVIATION FOR

THE ADABOOST CLASSIFIER WHEN MCI SUBJECTS ARE USED FOR
TRAINING AND BY USING ONLY THE VOXELS WITHIN THE ROI’S

(III-B2).ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY (SENS), SPECIFICITY (SPEC),
AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC).

Study ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
AdaBoost 69,0±1,8 51,7±1,8 80,5±3,2 69,5±1,6

Fig. 9. Subject’s weights in each iteration

(1% or 2%) than when SVM is used and with less features
which is an important aspect since it reduces the computational
time.

As can be seen by the analysis of Figure 9 some examples
of the training set increase their weight in each iteration step,
which leads to believe that they are mislabelled. However,
because it is not a dominant behaviour, the low performance
of the classifier is probably due to the nature of data, that
is, the difficulty in distinguishing between two patterns as
similar as is the case of MCI converters and non-converters.
This constitutes an important aspect that should be highlighted
since the AdaBoost algorithm puts more emphasis in the
misclassified data and thus, if the examples are mislabelled
the importance given to them does not reflects the truth and
the model can not achieve a good generalization power.

C. AdaSVM

1) Training with CN and AD subjects and using only
the voxels within the ROI’s: The set of features previously
selected by boosting in section III-B1 are analysed in order to
eliminate those that are repeated and then are used to train a
SVM classifier. The same three tests were performed and the
highest results are presented in Table VII.

The results in terms of SENS, are better in at least 4% than
the ones presented in the second and in the fourth SVM’s
studies when CN and AD are used for training purposes. In
terms of ACC, BA and SPEC, the obtained results in all the
studies aforementioned are really close. The AUC is also very
similar but the same performance is achieved with a much
smaller number of features which is a good point in favour of
boosting as feature selection procedure, when compared with
the PCC or with the MI. Nevertheless, when compared with
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Fig. 10. A Comparison between different classifiers and classification
procedures for a fixed number of features (500 features) when CN and AD
subjects are used for training and by using just the voxels that lie inside the
ROIs.

AdaBoost this method obtained worse results except for SENS
which is improved by 4%. As we expect, the introduction of
different penalization improves the SENS of the model.

A comparison between the ROC curves achieved in the four
methods is presented in Figure 10. With this direct comparison
it is also possible to conclude that not also AdaBoost is the best
classifier to differentiate between MCI-NC and MCI-C when
CN and AD are used as a training population but Boosting is
also the best feature selection procedure to take into account
in this classification task.

2) Training with MCI data and using only the voxels
within the ROI’s: As happens in the first AdaSVM study, the
set of features previously selected by boosting in section III-B2
are analysed in order to eliminate those that are repeated and
then are used to train a SVM classifier. Once again, in order to
avoid overfitting, the classification results are an average of a
10 times 10-folds CV procedure. Each one of the 10-fold has
the correspondent set of features. The same three tests were
performed and the results can be seen in Table VIII.

TABLE VII
THE HIGHEST RESULTS FOR THE ADASVM CLASSIFIER AND WHEN CN

AND AD ARE USED FOR TRAINING AND BY USING ONLY THE VOXELS
WITHIN THE ROI’S (III-C1).ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY (SENS),

SPECIFICITY (SPEC), AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC).

AdaSVM ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
WOW 75,5 78,8 75,8 79,6
WW 74,1 80,8 75,8 79,2
WWBA 75,5 76,9 76,9 80,2

TABLE VIII
THE HIGHEST RESULTS FOR THE ADASVM CLASSIFIER AND WHEN MCI
DATA IS USED FOR TRAINING AND BY USING ONLY THE VOXELS WITHIN

THE ROI’S (III-C1).ACCURACY(ACC), SENSITIVITY (SENS),
SPECIFICITY (SPEC), AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC)

AdaSVM ACC(%) SENS(%) SPEC(%) AUC(%)
WOW 63,4±2,9 47,5±4,7 72,7±3,9 62,1±1,8
WW 63,2±2,0 52,9±2,6 69,0±2,1 63,2±2,5
WWBA 62,6±1,8 52,5±3,7 68,9±2,1 62,5±1,7

Fig. 11. A comparison between different classifiers and classification proce-
dures for a fixed number of features (500 features) when MCI subjects are
used for training and by using just the voxels that lie inside the ROIs.

In terms of SENS, the results are slightly better than the
ones obtained with AdaBoost (1% or 2%) but in general,
and when compared with the earlier studies which use the
same conditions to build the classifier, this method obtained
worse results coming once again to enhance the noisy nature
of the data. Figure 11 shows a comparison between the best
ROC curves for the aforementioned studies, where only MCI
patients’ information was considered during the training and
the testing phase by using only the voxels which fall within
ROIs. As can be seen, when MCI subjects are used for training
purposes, resorting to Boosting as feature selection criterion
is not a good option. Boosting is an embedded method of
AdaBoost and when applied as feature selection method in
SVM to train with noisy data the discriminative power of
the classifier becomes poor. Is still important to refer that for
AdaSVM classifier the best way for tuning the C parameter
is also through WWBA method since in almost every study
the SENS as well as the AUC increases with an exception for
the first study herein mention which presents a higher SENS
when WW method is taken into account. Is also important to
highlight that the hypothesis raised in Section II-D3, which
said that by using SVMs in a sequential way, the predictive
power of the model is improved, is not verified. The AdaBoost
outperforms AdaSVM in all studies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The early detection of AD constitutes a huge and an
important challenge in our days that allows early treatment
as well as the improvement of the quality of life. In the last
20 years a lot of attention has been given to the detection of
MCI conversion, which is, by definition, an intermediate step
between elderly normal and AD stage, and new ways of CAD
have emerged.

The present work tries to bring some alternatives to CAD
in the task of detecting MCI to AD conversion. Up to
now the detection was mainly focused on SVM and Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) algorithms, so we try to bring
something new to the state of the art by using AdaBoost for
classification purposes. A variant of SVM, known as AdaSVM
was also studied. Besides this, different methods for feature
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selection and feature extraction were also tested with the aim
of understanding which is the best approach to differentiate
between MCI converters and non-converters.

The classification method as well as the way in which
the classifier is built has a high influence in the final clas-
sification performance. The way in which the classifier was
built also assumes a role of main importance. In this thesis,
three different approaches for SVM and two for AdaBoost
and AdaSVM were used. The one that shows the highest
classification performance was AdaBoost when the model is
trained with CN and AD information and then applied to the
MCI subjects. This happens due to the noisy nature of MCI
information, which introduces uncertainty to the classification.

In the context of feature selection procedures, three different
approaches were studied. They were: PCC, MI and Boosting.
Here, it is difficult to say which one reveals to be the best
choice, because it depends on the classifier and on the classifier
construction conditions.

In terms of feature extraction procedures VI is used in all
the studies performed during this thesis. Besides this, two
different transformation masks were also applied in a pre-
processing step to reduce the dimensionality of the problem.
The first mask to be applied only considers the voxels in-
side the brain and thus, all the PET image background was
discarded. The second mask is more selective and just takes
into account the voxels inside specific brain regions, i.e., the
Left Lateral Temporal Lobe, the Left Dorsolateral Parietal, the
Right Dorsolateral Parietal, the Superior Anterior Cingulate
and the Posterior Cingulate and Precuneus. These regions
showed a higher predictive power in the detection MCI to
AD conversion, which proves that these are the most affected
regions during the transition between MCI-NC to MCI-C.

Naturally, some changes can be done with the aim to
improve the classification performance such as exploring new
approaches for features selection, feature extraction, trying
to find more discriminative regions to distinguish between
MCI-NC and MCI-C, test a multiclass approach on AdaBoost
algorithm or use classification methods robust to noisy data.
These 20 years are just the beginning of a long journey.
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